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Ice-breaking Activity

Your experience with students with special educational needs 

was or is in the role(s) of …

Teacher PrincipalParent

Scholar, Advocate, and OtherSuperintendent / System Leader



Introductory Case Study

Meet Zola: Case study 8, OCT booklet 

Présentons Zola : Étude de cas no 8, livret EAO 



Overview of Study

First Phase 
(2014-2016)

• Results published in Canadian 
Journal of Education (June, 
2017)

• Case development: Canadian 
Research Centre on Inclusive 
Education & Ontario College of 
Teachers

Second Phase 
(2016-2018)

• 5 provinces

• 285 principals (questionnaire)

• 46 principals + system leaders 
(interviews)

• SSHRC funding

• Critical Incidents (Yamamoto, 
Gardiner, & Tenuto, 2014)



The Why before 
the What

“The issue of how to build more inclusive 

forms of education is arguably the biggest 

challenge facing school systems throughout 

the world.”

Ainscow & Sandill, 2010, p. 401



 Limited literature that speaks to leadership for inclusion.

 Critical Incidents: significant events related to professional work 

experience that lead to reflection and change (Yamamoto et al., 

2014)

 How do principals support inclusive education?

• professional development (Hoppey & McLeskey, 2010)

• relationships (Sider, 2019)

• collaboration (Irvine et al., 2010)

• demonstrating commitment (Ryan, 2006; Shields, 2010)

Literature
Leadership for Inclusion



Research Questions

1. What professional development 

opportunities are principals offered and 

do they seek out in supporting students 

with special education needs?

2. What are some of the critical incident as well as day-to-day

leadership experiences of school principals in supporting students with 

special education needs and fostering inclusive schools?

3. What do other key stakeholders in schools perceive as important 

leadership issues regarding supporting students with special 

education needs in inclusive schools?



Findings 
Types of Training & 

Professional Learning 

• M.Ed.: differentiation, inclusion

• Leadership conferences

• Specialist courses: special education, reading

• In-service workshops: ASD, threat-risk assessment

• Informal: mentorship, peers
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Findings
Day-to-day experiences

• On-going communication and support: students, 

teachers, parents/guardians

• Special education teams

• Resource allocation

• Advocacy

• Responding to incidents; follow-up

• Reviewing IEPs

• Building and implementing safety plans
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Findings 
Insights into Inclusion

• Importance of relationships

• Modelling desired behaviour

• Communication

• Principal isolation

• Critical incidents
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Theme 1
Relationships

"It goes back to building that relationship. If a kid

trusts you, a kid will tell you, eventually, why they

are doing what they are doing.”



Theme 2
Modelling Desired Behaviour

“My whole background is in special ed and talking with 

the teachers who are less familiar, showing them a few 

techniques to allow them to meet the kids’ needs 

mak[ing] it more inclusive … so teaching those skills, 

and then teachers being more comfortable with it, and 

then modelling that for the students.”



Theme 3
Communication

“So everybody's welcome. This is neutral ground. I said 
it so much last year. This is neutral ground ... the 
community’s finally figured out: that’s the way it is. And 
that’s a good thing.



Theme 4
Principal Isolation

“We can't be islands, as it’s been. I 
think there is a sense that is a pressure 
on you to grow your school, whether it’s 
inclusivity or academically or 
whatever.” 



Theme 5
Critical Incidents

• Previous experiences

• Ethic of care and respect

• Parent/caregiver communication

• Collaboration, partnerships, trust

• Culture of inclusion

• Resistance, champions

• Powerful impact on practice
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Case Studies 
Exploring Professional Practice



Discussion

• School leadership matters: commitment to inclusive 

education

• Supporting teachers, especially new teachers … impact on 

classrooms and student outcomes.

• Setting direction, developing people, shaping the 

organization, and designing programs (Leithwood et al., 2006).

• Moving from legal and technical training to fostering 

inclusive cultures (Ainscow & Sandill, 2010).

• Critical incidents as a framework for professional learning 

(Sider, Maich, & Morvan, 2017).
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Consolidation & Next Steps

• Critical incidents which “initially caused 

disequilibrium, determined if the view of self was 

altered, solidified, or remained fragmented” 

(Yamamoto et al., 2014, p. 177)

• Next Steps

• Interactive case studies for school leaders with 

OPC

• Conference in Vancouver, BC: June 1, 2019

• Next national study 2019-2024 #leadtoinclude
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